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Celiac Disease For Dummies is the ultimate reference for people with the condition and their family. It
outlines how celiac disease affects the body, and what its implications could possibly be if untreated. The
publication helps readers determine symptoms of the condition, and explains how doctors definitively
diagnose celiac disease. Compiled by two practicing physicians, the book offers practical, helpful
guidance for parents of children with celiac disease, whose treatment could be a particular problem. The
authors explain how celiac disease is definitely treated, not only by reducing gluten from the dietary plan,
but with additional dietary measures and choice and complementary therapies.
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No longer a dummy I bought this book to greatly help me understand celiac desease. My daughter, her
husband, their three kids and my other daughter live with my husband and myself. Great publication -
read it and you won't be frustrated together with your doctor With doctors giving you only 15 mins these
days, scanning this publication will answer all your first level questions.. a "must read" for newly
diagnosed Celiac patients or family's of. Very resourceful My son was simply diagnosed with celiac
disease. He's 18 and was extremely disappointed. exceptional book for newly diagnosed Celiacs! It
certainly has the right tips and information. Happy Customer I was recently diagnosed with Celiac Disease
and found this book extremely helpful to better understanding and knowledge of do's and don'ts and how
to approach gluten (as in do not eat it). The first chapters include a bit too much medical jargon but once
you get those words the others is easy to learn. I discover myself referring back to this book continuously
and in addition loaning it out to individuals who will come into play with the toddler that is in my
treatment. It makes a tough circumstance at least understandable. The Dummies Series is among our
favorites. But this reserve has helped us. I purchased this for an 80 year old lady who didn't understand
where to start after she got the analysis.! I am therefore happy my son's doctor suggested this book!! I
need to finish the reserve for the other details we can use to help him be strong. I'll continue to make
reference to this book for a long time. valuable information!.. it really is full of wonderful information and
answers to many of my questions.! . Great book Very useful book with a whole lot of info you will not
find in various other books. Highly recomend for just about any one with celiac I purchased this for an 80
year old lady who .! Five Stars I have Celiac Disease which means this reserve is a big help.! She found it
incredibly helpful! It has therefore much easily understood information I purchased it instead of
continuously using the library duplicate, which is not my norm. For anyone trying to deal with Celiac
disease this is a have to have if you would like to not move crazy trying to keep all the details you collect
on the way straight. Must have book! Celiac Disease For Dummies Purchased this book in order that I can
help a family member who is having troubles with Gluten. She's gotten a lot of good details from it, in
addition to her doctor. Comprehensive coverage of celiac and gluten sensitivity. Research based info
written in a scientific and easy to read style .. We try to cook gluten free for him, sometimes make a
complete meal gluten free of charge.with humor! Great source! The 15 year previous has celiac that was
only diagnosed the entire year before last. Then you can certainly save your 'doctor period' for the more
important questions.. Love this book Straight forward no bull. Love this publication! Four Stars good
information A really good information for either people who have Celiac Disease or those .! A really good
guide for either people who have Celiac Disease or those living or helping someone with Celiac Disease..
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